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1. Introduction 
Let c (32) be an integer and for each j (1 G j c c) consider an integer mj 3 1; let g 
be a Bore1 measurable function g : (W”)“~+ R where m, = m, + * . . + m, and assume 
that g is symmetric in mj (31) arguments of the jth set for j = 1,. . . , c, i.e. g is 
symmetric in each of the c sets of arguments. We consider c independent triangular 
arrays of r.v.‘s (random variables) with values in IWk and let the random variables 
corresponding to the jth triangular array be denoted by &n,i,j (1~ i c n, n 2 1). Let 
&,i,j have the continuous d.f. (distribution function) F,,i,j, 1 G i c n, 1 s j s c, n 2 1. 
Denote II = (n, , . . . , n,) and assume that for any j, nj 2 mj, let 9’” = nf=, Y,,,j 
where Y,,,, is the set of all the strictly increasing sequences of mj elements in 
{l)...) ?rj} (lGi,,<i,,<-.*<i,, “nj). 
The generalized U-statistic of degree m (= ( ml, . . . , mo)) is defined as 
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Generalizing the definition given by Yoshihara (1976) in the stationary case, we 
say that a triangular array of r.v.‘s v,,~ (1 s n, 1 s i s n) is absolutely regular with 
rates p if 
P(m) = sup sup E sup 
fn=Sn l=Sl<n-m >I At f~‘,,,,+,,, 
IP(AiA!,,i)-P(A)l}JO as m+a, 
where J%:,, is the v-field generated by (n,,,, . . . , T~,~). 
Also recall that {n,,,} is strong mixing if 
(Y(m) = sup men s~,p_, {sup {IP(A C-J B) - P(A)P(B)I; 
AE&:,,, BEJUZJ+,J)JO as m+(x), 
since cr (m) s p(m), it follows that if { n,,,} is absolutely regular, then it is also strong 
mixing. 
We now suppose that for each j, the triangular array of r.v.‘s &,i,j is absolutely 
regular with rate /3, (consequently, it is strong mixing with rate a; s p,). 
Our aim is to study the asymptotic behavior of U(n) when the nj + CO such that 
for any j, n,/(n,+. . .+nc)+Aj (O<A,<l), 1SjSc. 
The convergence of the generalized U-statistic was established by Yoshihara 
(1976) for absolutely regular r.v.‘s but only for the stationary case. In this paper, 
we generalize the results of Yoshihara (1976) from the stationary case to the 
nonstationary case. Our methods are the adaptations of some of the ideas of 
Yoshihara (lot. cit.) and a new central limit theorem (Lemma 2.3) for nonstationary 
unbounded strongly-mixing random variables which is an extension of a central 
limit theorem due to Withers (1975) for nonstationary uniformly bounded strongly- 
mixing random variables. For a special case of the generalized U-statistic studied 
in this paper (i.e. for the case c = 1) and its applications to some Markov processes 
and ARMA models, the reader is referred to Hare1 and Puri (1989a, b). 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Notations 
For each d=(d,,..., dc) with 0 s dj s m,, 1 <j S c, we set 
J,(d)={i; i=(i ,,..., i,),i,=(i,, ,..., &j,), 
lSi,,#*..#i,,, s n, if d, # 0 and &,, = 0 if dj = 0, 1 S j s c}. 
Let i E J,(d) exist, and let 
ggb(xi,j, i = 1,. . . , d,, j = 1,. . . , c) 
= i*:w I,: g(&,,, i= 1, . . . . mj,j= 1, .. . , Cljfil vc$+,dF5&j(&j) (2-l] 
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where 
I$b={i*=(iT ,..., i:),i.T=(ij,d,+ ,,..., i,,,),lGG,d,+l#.. 
i,,&{irl,. . . , iJd,}, if d, + 1 S I G mj, 1 Gj 4 c}, 
~r = (@)“;=, (m,pd,) 
# Gm, 4 n,, 
(2.2) 
and we set g,,, = g& for d = (0,. . . , 0). By convention if d = (d, 
d, = 1 and d, = 0, 1 #j, then d will be denoted by d”‘. 
For every d, we put 
> . . 9 d,) where 
g;:(x,,j, I = 1,. . . , d,,j = 1,. . . , c) 
d 
X h ri 44 X,,i,,p,-3. ,I - Fn,.i,f.,(Xdi)) 
j=1 /=I 
(2.3) 
where I, , denotes the indicator function on Rk, _a s ,b means aI G b,, I = 1,. . . , k, 
~c=(~“)~~=~dt and m-r”‘=m(m-1). . . (m-p+l). 
Let a=(~,,..., a,,) with u,~l, l~j~c, and denote L,(a)={i;i=(i,,...,i,), 
i, = (i,, , . . . , i,,,), 1 S iJ, < . . . < &, 4 q, j = 1, . . . , c}. 
Let i E L,(a) and let for any j (1 ~js c) and any Z, (1 s Z, s a,), Pi,,,,, be the 
probability measure induced by the random vectors 
Yft,j,I, = (&*,,i,,,l 3 . . . 9 X~,,l,,,,I 9 Xn2,121.Z2  . . 9 Xn,_,,!,_I,C, , 1’. i-1 2 
X I X ,) fi,.1,,.1 9 . . . 9 - n,.t ‘,,‘I 
and 
yZ,f,,, = (&n,,i,,, +,,j9 . . f 3 ?m,,ii,7i,j3 Xn,+,,r,+,,,,j+l 2 . . . 3 &n,+l,~~o,,c) 
respectively and defined by 
I’;, ,(A$,” x A;“‘) = P[ Y;,,,, E A?‘] x P[ Y$,, E At”‘] , I’ 
and 
PA,,(A”‘) = P[(Z,zl,;I,,r 2 . . . 3 Znc,ica .c)E A”‘1 
where 
A’,/’ E a( Yi,j,,,), At”’ E 4 Y:,j,r,), A”‘E 4&l,,,l,,, . . , &,,i (u‘, cl, 
and where a(&) is the r-field generated by 8. 
For any function h : (W”)“o+ R, we denote h@ h the function h 0 h : (Rk)2m~-+ R’
defined by 
h@h(x,, . . . , X2kp,) = h(x,, . . . , Xkm,,)h(Xkmo+,, . . > X2km,,). 
For any p S 1, let f: [0, l]‘+ R. For p = (p(l), . . . , p(p)) E (0, l}‘, define 
f,(t) = lim f(s), s E [0, llp, t E [0, llp, 
s,Tr,P(i)=l 
c,lt,p(i)=O 
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if it exists where s = (s, , . . .,s/?), t=(t,,.. . , t,,), and denote by 0, (0: resp.) the 
space of all maps f: [O, 11” + R such that for all p E (0, l}“, f, exists and f, =f for 
p = (0,. . . ,O)(p=(l,..., 1) resp.). We associate on 0, the Skorohod topology (for 
a definition of Skorohod topology see Neuhaus, 1971, and Balacheff and DuPont, 
1980). 
2.2. Basic lemmas 
We need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. For every a = (a,, . . . , a,) with a,=b,m,, b,zl, l~jsc, let ill, 
exist, andforeveryj (lsjcc) andany (lsI,~a,), let 
h(~,,...,~b,m,,~b,m,+l,...,~b,m,+.~.+b,m,) 
be a Bore1 function such that 
c 
J Ih(x,,... , $b,m,+-+b,m,)I’+’ dP; .,,, n< M RJ,< (2.4) 
Ih(xl,...,Xb,m,+...+b,m,)I’+SdP6,,~M, forsomeS>O, (2.5) 
<I,‘ 
where R,,,. = (LQ~)~:=~ b,m,. Then 
Ii 
h(x,, . . . > $,m,+..-+b,m,) dP;,,,,n - 
I 
4x,, . . . , $b,m,+-.+h,m,) dph,,, 
R “.‘ R “.‘ 
G 4M”(2t’)~,~‘(‘tfi)( i,,,,+, - iJ. (2.6) 
As the special case, if h is bounded, say 1 h(x, , . . . , &b,m,+,..+b,m,)l C M, then we can 
replace the right side of (2.6) by 2MP,(i,b+, - h,$). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 1 of Yoshihara (1976). 0 
Let 5fT be the set of all nondecreasing sequences of mj elements in (1,. . . , nj} 
(1 , 3.2 <,i,,Si_ <. . .<i. ,,m, s nj) and let 9: = nf= 1 9; exist. 
For any n and any family s = (ij,,, 1 G 1 s mj, 1 s j s c) which belongs to 5f’z, we 
denote 
a,,,(h, r) = Ih(x,,j, 1 c 1s mj, 1 sjs c)lr fi 5 dE,,i,,,,j(Zli) (2.7) 
i=l I=1 
and 
b,s(h, r) = E(Ih(&n,,i,,,j)I)’ 
for any r > 0 and any Bore1 function h : (Rk)mo+ R. 
(2.8) 
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Lemma 2.2. If there exists a positive number 6’ such that (i) for r = 4+ S’, the family 
(a,,(h, r), s E Z, n E (N*)‘) and (b,,( h, r), s E .Y”f , n E N*)‘) are bounded by a$nite 
constant M, (ii) for some 6, 6 > 0, S’> 126-l - 2, and (iii) the rate of absolute regularity 
satisjies max,,jGC P;(m) = 0( mP6-‘), then 
E( Uy’)” = 0( n-“) for any d such that i dj = 2 and Iyj%; dj = 1, (2.9) 
,=1 . . 
E(Uy’)4=O(nP4) for any d such that c dj=2 and Iz,c;dj=2, (2.10) 
j=1 
E(~(Ry=O(n-2-"d' 
) for any d such that i dj > 2, (2.11) 
j=1 
where c(d) = card{j E { 1, . . . , c}, d, f O}. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (2.9) for d = (1, l,O, . . . , O), the proof for d Z 
(l,l,O,. . . , 0) is analogous and is therefore omitted. 
Suppose d = (1, 1, 0, . . , 0). Then, we first note that 
d(Iw,Z,,2,z+,.z1 - %2,2(x1,2)) 
where i=(i,, i2, 0,. . . , 0), so that 
E(~~‘)‘=(~,n;lm~l)l~ll(~,,j=l,2,~=l,...,4) 
whereC*isthesumoverall l<h,Gn,,j=1,2, I=1 ,..., 4. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
l=(l, 
J(ij,,j= 1,2, I= 1,. . . ,4) 
=E r”l 
1 I I=1 
RZk g~~~(2C~,1~ 2 1~) d(lcxn ,,,,,, ,~x,,,l_Fn,,i,r,l(,X,,1)) 
44X,,2,,,,,2~F,,21 - ~nz,izr,2kL2)) 3 
1 
. , L), L = Cd, m-1,2, l,,,=O,m#1,2, I=1 ,..., 4,and 
g(Xi,j2 i = 1, . . . y mj,j = 1, . . . y C) 
(2.14) 
where F(j)=1 ifj#1,2 and E(j)=2 ifj=1,2. 
Supposen,<n,.Ifi,,(j=1,2,1=1,..., 4) are mutually different, reorder {ii,} as 
l<k,<k,<. **<k,sn andput 
J(ij[, j = 1,2,1= 1,. . . ,4) = H(k,, . . . , k,). (2.15) 
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Let rnCp) be the pth largest difference among k,,, - k, (j = 1,. . . ,7) if for some j, 
(l~j,~7,1~Ly~2), kj+, u -km = m’“‘. Then, from Lemma 2.1, (2.14) and proceed- 
ing as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
H(k,, . . . , kg) s Tt4,‘(‘+s’) ( n,n2)4 i max pj2tS’)‘(4+6’)(kje+, -k,) 
a=, l=sjGC 
and then 
c H(k,, . . . , k,) 
< 2M,l(,+fi’) ji, ~~5 ( > 
4 *2 
(n, r$4n: c (I+ 1)5 ,m,yc P:2+S’)‘(4+S’,( I) 
/=I 
= O(n 4X;=, m,-f5). (2.16) 
We can use a similar method to estimate the sums in the other cases and so from 
(2.13) and (2.16), we have (2.9) for d = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0). 
Now suppose d = (2,0,. . . , 0) and then we have 
whereC*isthesumoverall 1~ij,~~j2~n,,j=1,...,4. 
J(&,j=l,..., r,Z=l,2) 
d(Z[z,z ,,,, 2,,~,,,,1-~n~,i,~.,(zC2.j)) I 7 
j = (.A, . . _,j,),j,=(i,,,i,,),1~~,~iJ2~n,,j,=0,I#1.1fi,,(j=1 ,..., 4,1=1,2) 
are mutually different, reorder (4,) as 1 s k, < k2 <. . . < kg s n, and put 
J(G,, j= 1,. . . , 4, I = 1,2) = H( k,, . . . , kg). 
Then, proceeding as in the preceding case, we obtain 
c H(k,, . . . > k,) 
,sk,<...<k,=n, 
< 4&f’l(‘+S’) jfi, n;m#l ( > 
4 
(n,(n, - l)]_“n;’ ,I (I+ 1)3 ,nlK& p:2+S’)‘(4+S’)(I) 
=O(n 4x;=, In-4 ) (2.17) 
and similar results for the other cases. Thus (2.10) is proved for d = (2,0,. . . , 0). 
The proof of (2.11) is similar to that of (2.9) and (2.10) and is therefore omitted. q 
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Lemma 2.3. Let {Xz,}, 1 G i< n, n 2 1, be r.v.‘s (with means 
mixing with rate a(m) satisfying 
f (a(m))fi”/(2+tfi”) <Co for some 8”. 
m=, 
0) which are strong 
(2.18) 
Suppose thatfor any K > 0, there exists a sequence { Yz} of real r.v.‘s satisfying (2.18) 
such that 
(2.19) 
where BK is some constant >O; 
,“;;* ,cfxfl EIXEi - Y$12+6”+ 0, K + a, 
E(~,X~i)2/n+C2<~, n+oo, 
where C is some constant >O; 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
E 
( 
ic, Y: -EC Y:, 
2 
>I 
n-+Ci(a, n+W, VK>O, (2.22) 
where C, is some constant >O; 
c,+c, K-+co; (2.23) 
then n-“’ n 
varikce C?i=’ x 
f, converges in law to the normal distribution with mean 0, and 
Remark. Actually we are considering the sequence {Xz,,}, 1~ is nN, where n, + ~0 
as N -+ ~0, but for convenience we are writing {Xzi}. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. From Corollary 1 of Withers (1975), since { Yz} is uniformly 
bounded, we deduce that VK > 0, n-“2 C:=, ( Yz - E( Yz)) converges in law to the 
normal distribution with mean 0 and variance C’, . 
Now denote 2: = X$ - Yz and following Ibragimov (1962), we represent the sum 
S,=nP’/2CP’ 
( ) 
i X;; 
i=l 
as S,, = SL + Si where 
SL= n-“2Ci’ i Yz-E(Yz) 
( i=l > 
C,C-’ 
and 
S::=n-“2C-’ i Zz-E(Zz) . 
i=l > 
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Evaluating EISEI’, we have 
n-l n-i 
EJS~(2~2K’C~2 1 C IE(Z~-E(z@))(z~j+i-E(z~j+i))( 
i-0 j=1 
n--l 
s2n-'C-2 c (a(i))fi../(2+fiky (22+2S"EIZ@12+S"E(Z~,+i(2+s~)1/(2+s") 
i=O j=l 
(from the well known inequality on moments of strong mixing sequences of r.v.‘s; 
see Doukhan and Portal, 1987, Proposition 2.8) 
=s 2n-‘C2 C (a(i))“““‘+““(n - i)22+2S” sup ,m,“x”, EIZzI’+“‘. 
i=o nsw -. 
Denoting 
DK = sup imax_ EIz:(2+sW, 
ncrm* . 
we deduce from (2.18) and (2.20) that 
~lS~)2~23+S”C-’ 
( 
~ (a(i))s”/(‘+“‘) 
i=O > 
D,+O as K+w. 
For any E > 0, we can always choose K so large that 
EJSi12<e and Il-C~/C21~~. 
If now fn( t) = E(e”sn) is the characteristic function of the quantity S,,, then 
If”(t) - e-‘2’2l 
< le- (rZ/2)(C$l@) _e-t*/2 l+le- 
(tZ/2)(C:IC2) _ E ,i’SL( + Jtlf71s;l 
S Itl&+ Et’+le -(r*/7-)(C$/C*) _ E ei’S;I 
From the convergence in law of Sh to the normal law, the last expression converges 
to zero as n + 00, and the lemma is proved. 0 
Let G,,i,,,j be the d.f. of (&n,i,j, ?jn,,,j), 1 s i < 1 c nj, 1 sj< c. In what follows lim, 
means nj+cOVj=l,... ,c, and n,/Cf,, n,+A, as n,+a, j=l,..., c. 
Lemma 2.4. Let h : (lRk)“~+ R be a function which belongs to Dkmo or D&,0 and suppose 
that for any 1 EN* with 1 < 1 and any j E { 1, . . . , c} there exists a d.5 G,j on R2k with 
marginals Fj. Furthermore assume that 
lim ,TF~= ,<y$~~ IGn,,i,,,j(X* 3 $2) - G,-,j(Lc, 9 F~)I = 0 (2.24) n _ . 
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for all (x1, zZk) E Rzk, the family (an,s(hr r), s E 9:) n E (IV*)‘) is bounded by a jinite 
constant M,, and 
c(h, r) = 
I (nh)"'o 
Ih(x,,, 9.. .T ~1~3.. .y ~c,m,)I' fl 5 de(X,,j) 
j=ll=l 
<M,,<co for r>2 (2.25) 
ThenforanyjE{l,...,c}, 
where 
if 
dG,,,i,,,;(x,, &%+I) dFZ,i*(x,, . . . 9 x,) d’Z,t*(Xq+2, . ’ ‘2 zC2m0 
4 
_ 
I 
IwL”,,’ (hOh)(x,, . . . , ~24 dG,,pi,,j(xl 3 ?%+I) 
0 
dF*(;r, . . ,x,1 dF*&,+z,. . ., x2mo ))I =o (2.26) 
FZ,i* = 
( 
II ;;’ Fn,,,i ,,, r
> 
F! Fn,,t ,,,, j 
rt; p=1 p=2 
i*=(if,...,iT), i: = (irI, . . . , irm,)r Zj, i; = ((2,. . . , i,,,), 
Proof. From (2.24) we easily deduce that (2.26) is true if h is a step function. 
Without loss of generality, we only prove (2.26) if h is a nondecreasing function. 
For any K > 0, we denote by h K the function defined by 
hK= h, 
1 
iflhlcK 
0, if lh)>K. 
As h belongs to Dkmo or D& and is bounded, it is well known that hK can be 
uniformly approached by a step function. Let E > 0 exist. 
Choose K sufficiently large so that 
There exists a step function gr such that 
sup IhK(z I,... .2Cmo)-g~(x,,...,x~)1<&/6K 
(?cl.....xmO) 
(2.27) 
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and there exists N, E N such that Vn 2 N,,, 
ci,,;;:“‘) I(? j, n;l.l)2(i*.;/),,n ,*:;;,,, jRzhprz” kFKogFK)(xI 2 . 
n 
dGn,,i,,,j(?C, 9 ~rq+l) dFZ,i*(x* 9 . . . 3 2~m+) d’Z,l*(,X,+* 2 
- 
I 
k,KOd%x,, . . , xw,) G-z&, > x,+J 
dF*(x,, . . . , x,,) dF*(x,+z, . . , x2mo 
From (2.27), (2.28) and the decomposition 
hOh=hOh-hOhK+hOhK-hKOhK+hKOhK 
-hKOgf<+hKOg,K-gpOgE<+g~Og~, 
. > 
. . . 
(2.28) 
we deduce that Vn 2 NO the left side of (2.28) in which we replace gl Ogp by h 0 h 
is less than 
Mi MO 
K’-‘+ Kr-2 -+ Kg+ K&+fe < e. 
As E is chosen arbitrarily, (2.26) is proved. 0 
3. Convergence of the U-statistic 
3.1. Dejinitions 
For any double sequence of distribution functions Gl,j on Rzk with marginals Fj, 
1~1, j~{l,..., c}, let F=(F ,,..., Fc) and GI=(GI,,I ,..., GIC,,), where 1= 
(11,. * . , I,), we define 
and 
w;({ G,}) = lim 
“,‘rn I[1 
Iw~ (ej(X))2 dF,(x) - e’(F) 1 
+2 2 (ej(x)ejk)) dGG,j(S ,Z)- I* II (3.2) ‘/=2 
if it exists, j = 1,. . . , c where e, = g[ ,._, s,C, Sab = 1 or 0 according a = b or not and 
gz ,,,,, d (x.. . c - I., 9 i = 1,. . . ,dj, j = 1,. . . , c) 
ml 
= g(zic,,,i=l ,..., m,,j=l,..., c) fi n dFj(x,j). 
j=l i=d,+l 
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For convenience we shall write ai for pj({ C,}), if no confusion is possible. For every 
t=(t,,... , t,) E [0, 11’ and n = (n,, . . . , n,), denote [nt] = ([n,t,], . . . , [ n,tc]) where 
[s] is the largest integer SS. 
Let Z(n) = {Z(t; n), t E [0, 11’) be the process defined by 
Z(t; n)= 
+([nt]; n)[ U([nt]) - e(F,)] for all [nt] 2 m, 
o 
otherwise, 
(3.3) 
whereforp=(p ,,_.., pC) (p,>O,j=l,..., c)andn=n,+...+n,., 
!!Q(p; n) = n +2( i, o;h:“) (,-, U,Al”p;‘) -‘, 
aj is the constant defined in (3.2), 0(F,) = (nfCl n,‘“‘~‘)gO,. and a c b means a, s b, 
for all j E { 1, . . . , c}. 
Denote by {W,;j=l,..., c}={W,(fj);O~tJ~l,j=l ,..., c}, c independent 
copies of a standard Brownian motion on [0, 11. 
3.2. Convergence of the U-statistic 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that there are two positive numbers 6, S’, where S’> 
max(12SP’ -2,2(5+6)-l) such that the families (a.,,(g, r), s E 9’:, n E (N*)‘) and 
(b,,(g, r), s E y;“x, n E (N*)‘) are bounded, c(g, r) isjinite where r = 4-t 6’ and the rates 
of absolute regularity satisfy 
max pj( m) = 0( m--6--s). (3.4) 
Isj’;_c 
Further assume the condition (2.24) is satisfied and g belongs to Dkm, or Dz,,. Then, 
the limits in (3.2) exist. 
Furthermore if 
max a:({ G,}) > 0, 
lG,SC 
then Z(n) converges in law with respect to the Skorohod topology on D, to a Gaussian 
process W = { W(t); TV [0, 11’) where 
WljCjA~‘2)(~, m,ujAy1’2)[i, mj~j~;‘“Wj(r,)l. t>O, (3.5) 
with probability one if 5 = 0 forj (1 S j c c), 
We write (1.1) as 
u(n)=~,(~)p’i.,f,, ~~l~",~g(x,j,i=I,..,mj,j=l,...,C) 
.I .” 
x fI i? d(4,n ,,,, ,,=x”,,l) 
j=l v=l 
zz 
ii ( ")'ie,~i~o, lRzkrno g(Xi,,, i= 1,. . . , mj,j= 1,. . .,C) j-1 mj 
II .” 
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where Z,Jm)={d=(dr ,..., d,); Osdjsmj, j=l,..., C, d#(O ,..., 0)}, do= 
(0,. . . , 0) and i E J,(d”‘). 
For any j E (1,. . . , c} we define the process V,,j(r/) by 
vm,j(t,) = ny l’2fx1 An,i,j) (3.6) 
where 
i=(i,,... , i,), i, = i, i, = 0, j # 1. We remark that V.,j( 1) = rrj” Ujp(“). 
First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 for any jE (1,. . . , c}, V,,j(t,) 
converges in law to the Skorohod topology on D, to a Gaussian process Vo,j( t,) with 
trajectories a.s. continuous with mean 0 and variance t,cri({G,}) where aT({G,}) is 
dejined in (3.2). 
Proof. It suffices to prove for one value of j and by convenience, we take j = 1. The 
process V,,, defines a probability measure P. on D, . By Theorem 15.1 of Billingsley 
(1968), we have to prove that (i) the finite dimensional distributions of P, converge 
in law to normal distributions and (ii) P,, is tight. 
To prove (i), we have to show that Cy=, &V,,,(t(,“) converges in law to a normal 
distribution for any p EN*, any tj” E [0, l] and any A, E R (1 s 1 s p). Without loss 
of generality we can take p = 2 and suppose t(l’)< t(,“). 
Then, we have 
; A,V”,,( t:“) = n;“2 
[ 
[n,t$‘)l [n,lq 
C (A,+A>)A,i,l+ C hZAn,i,l . 1 (3.7) l=I I=* i=[nlr("]+l 
We define the sequence of r.v.‘s {B,,,,} by 
if is[[n,t(,‘)], 
if [n,t(,‘)]<is[n,t’,2’], 
if i > [n, ty’], 
(3.8) 
and we have 
i A,V,,,( t$“) = n;“2 “’ C Bn,,, - 
I=1 i=l 
(3.9) 
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From Lemma 2.3 we have to verify (2.18)-(2.23). (2.18) is immediate from (3.4) for 
S”> 2(5 + S)-’ v (126-l -2). Now we choose such a 6” for which S’> 6”. 
We define AZ,,, for any K > 0 by 
where g K is defined by 
gK = 
1 
g, if lgl c K, 
0, if lgl>K 
(g”)$A, is defined as in (2.1) in which we replace g by gK and Bn,i,, by 
(h,+AJA$,, if is[n,t:“], 
B:i,, = M&, if [n,t\‘)]<i<[n,t(,Z)], 
0, if i > [n, t:*‘]. 
We have 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
which proves (2.19). 
We now prove (2.20). If 2“ = g - gK, then we have 
(EIB,,, - B~i,,~2+6’j’(2+“‘) 
- I ( &v gK(,Z,,j,Z=l,...,mj,j=l ,..., C) fi 2 dF ,=1 I=1 n,.,,,,i(lU)) 
x I? ? dC,,i,,,j(Z,j) II dFn,,i,,,l(,X~,l) 2+6mdF,,,i,~C~i,lJ “(*+“‘) 
j=2 I=1 I#1 ) 
22+S”lgK ($,,j, I= 1, . . . , mj, j = 1, . . . , C)(‘+“’ 
X I? ? dC,,i,l,j(x,j) 
l/(2+8”) 
. 
j=l I=1 ) 
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If the family defined in (2.7) is bounded by the constant MO (<co), we deduce 
(EI&i - B~i,l(2+~“)1’(*+s”) G 22+s” $)’ + 0 as K+co, 
where E is given by (2+ a”)( 1 + E) = 2+ 6’. (2.20) is proved. 
We now prove (2.21). Note that 
[n r(l)] 
+(A1+~42)A2 i: 
In,t/2’1 
c E(An,,,A,j,,) 
i=* j=[n,rj')]+l 
In,rj*‘l [ “, rp1 
+A: C c E(A,i,1&,l) * 
i=[n,l{“]+l j=[n,tl”]+l 1 (3.12) 
As the family defined in (2.7) is bounded by MO, we deduce from Proposition 2.8 
of Doukhan and Portal (1987) that 
[n,t’,“l 
k [(A, +Az)AzI C 
[n,rji)l 
C E(A,,,)A,j,, 
;=l j=[n,I~“]+] 
In, rj”1 rn,y1 
s (IA,l+IA21)1A21MZo”2+“‘n;’ c c (y;‘l(*+s’)(j_ j). 
i=* j=[n,t',"]+l 
From condition (3.4) the last expression converges to 0 as n, + ~0. 
It remains to prove that 
(3.13) 
and 
rn,y1 
L ‘“F c 
nl i=[n,t$“]+l j=[n,t$“]+l 
E(&,i,lAa,j,1) 
converge respectively to some finite constants as n,+a. Now denote 
P(l) = MxN’ W(x) - o*(F) 
and 
p(i)=2 (ej(X)ej(,Z)> dGi,,(z, z) - e2(F) 
1 
, i 3 2. 
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Then 
[“,‘j”l [,,lj”] 
i”, C ‘(A,i,lAn,j,l) -
,=l 
[n,t(l)] 1 ln,f(,')l-1 [n,r(l”lPi 
zG n, [r#] ,z jC, (cp(‘)E(An,j,lAn,,+i,l) 
[n,t’,“] 1 [n,r\“l 
--[nltl”] z, ([nlP-i)di)~ 
HI 
+[ 
n,t\“] (1) [n,$l)l cc 
~ ;=[E,, , M4l+ y 
n1 + 
c k;i IP(k)I 
i=l 
(3.14) 
where 
cp(i) = 
1, if i=O, 
2, if i#O. 
From Lemma 2.4 we deduce that IA,,,[+O as n,+co and from the well known 
inequality on moments for strong mixing sequences of r.v.‘s (Doukhan and Portal, 
1987, Proposition 2.8), we deduce 
Ip( ~ (al(i))“l(2+“)M~/(~+~‘) (3.15) 
which entails B,,+O and C,I+O as n, +cc by (3.4). 
It is also immediate that 
[n,t\“] +r n,,;, P(i)-f:“ZP(i)l +o as n,+co. 
i=l 
We conclude that 
“,“;‘I [l?,l~“l 
k’ iz, jz, E(A,i,l&,l)+ r:‘) as nl+03, 
where CT=“, p(i) = (T:({G,}) is defined in (3.2). 
Now from the decomposition 
[n,l;?‘l [n,r/‘)l [n,rj”] In,rj”l [n,,l”l ln,1l”l 
c c=c c+c c 
i=l ,=I i=l ,=I r=* ,=[n,tj”l+l 
[n,ti”l In,:/“1 [n,112’l [n,r~“l 
+ c c-t c c 
r=[n,r~“]+l ,=l i=[n,rl”l+l ;=[n,t:“l+l 
and using (3.13) and (3.16), we conclude that 
(3.16) 
1 [n,r12’l [n,fl*‘l 
c c t$‘))crf({ G,}) as n, + co. n 
E(An,,lA,j,l)+ (tl”- 
1 t=[n,ri”]+l j=[n,r~“]+l 
(3.17) 
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From (3.8) and (3.12)-(3.16) we deduce that 
;g, (B,,I -E(B,i,l)) 
2 
)/ 
n,-,{(A,+h2)2t~,)+h:(t(12)-~f(l’))}(T:({GI}) 
where &{G,}) is defined in (3.2), and (2.21) is proved. 
To prove (2.22), we replace g by gK defined in (3.10) and proceeding as above 
we deduce that 
2 
E i% BE;,, - JW:,,,) 
)/ 
n, 
~{(~,+h~)*t~,~+A:(f(12~--f(l’~)}~:,~({G1}) VK>O 
as n, + 00, where B2i,, is defined in (3.1 l), and 
d,K({Gl) = ,“iym 
1 {[l (e;“(x))’ W(x) - &(F) a8k 1 
+2 ; 
[I 
($(x)$(z)) dGl,,,(Lc, ,z)- e:(F) II , I, =1 
eF(x,,I) = i R’“‘o-” gK(zi,j,i=l ,..., mj,j=l ,..., c) 
X fi R dFj(xi,j) ;;’ dF,(Zi,,), 
j=2!=1 i=2 
82,(F) = gK(Xi,j,i=l,*..,mj,j=l ,..., C) fi 5 dF,(x,,,). 
;=, i=, 
From the definition of (T:,k({GI}) and &{G,}), the properties (3.4) and (2.25), 
it easily follows that &({G,}) converges to a:({ G,}) as K + 00, that is (2.23) and 
the fact that fl:({G,}) < co is also an easy consequence of (3.4) and (2.25). Conditions 
(2.18)-(2.23) of Lemma 2.2 are verified and we conclude that Cy=, A,V,,,(t’,“) conver- 
ges in law to the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance {(A, + A2)*t(l’) + 
A:( ty) - t\,‘)}a:({Gl}). (i) is proved. 
We now prove (ii). From Theorem 8.2 of Billingsley (1986) we have to verify that 
Vs > 0, 3~ > 0 (0 < n < 1) and an integer No such that Vn, 2 N,,, 
P 
[ 
sup I V”,l(~l) - v,,,(~l)l~ E < &. 
I.~,-fll<1) 1 
(3.18) 
If n, t, and n,s, are integers and t, 2 s, , we obtain the following inequality by using 
Theorem 10 for q = 4 of Doukhan and Portal (1987), 
where M is some constant >O. 
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From (3.4), we have 
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f m2af”‘(2+fi”)( m) < M, < +0x 
m=O 
where M, is some constant >O. If t, > s,, and n,t, and nls, are integers, we have 
t, -s, Z= l/n,. We deduce 
E(V,,,(r,)- V,,,(s,))4~2MM,(t,-s1)2. (3.19) 
From (3.18) and Lemma 2 of Balacheff and DuPont (1980), we obtain for n, 
sufficiently large 
p sup I V”.,(4) - V”,,(~,)l~ E 
Il-f,l~rl I 
where K is some constant >O, which entails (3.18) for 71 sufficiently small and No 
sufficiently large. This proves (ii) and also the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For any j E { 1, . . , c}, let W,,,( t,) be defined by 
wn,j(r,) = 
i 
([n,t,]/m,ajnf’2)m,U~~:(“]) m, s Lnjrjl s nj? 
o 
> t, s (m, - l)n-’ I 2 
where t(j)= (1,. . . , 1, f,, 1,. . . , 1) and put 
w,(r, n) = VNntl; 4b;q~:“lb,~,l~. 
Then, since 
we deduce (from Lemma 3.1) that Cf_, w,(r, n) W,,,(t,) converges in law to W(t) 
defined in (3.5). 
As 
c 
U(n)--O(F,)- C m,Uf”= 
j=l ,,~(,),-, (:) Gt’ I 
where 
d=(d ,,..., d,); i d,>l ) 
j=l 
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we have only to prove that 
Let C(1) and C(2) be defined by 
C(l)= d=(d ,,..., d,); i 
1 
d,=2 ) 
/=I > 
d=(d ,,..., d,); i d,>2 
I=1 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
Then, we have the following decomposition: 
,=L dtC(,) I=1 
We also have 
$(p; n)($(n; n)))‘=O(l) forpsn 
and 
l)(n; n) = n I+, mioj*;/2)(j, m;~jr;“‘)-‘(l+o(l)). (3.23) 
Consequently, using (3.22) and (3.23) we deduce that Vs > 0 and for n sufficiently 
large, we can find a constant K such that 
For convenience, let us write 
K,= (jr WljUjA~‘2)(~, mjCj*~‘i2)p1. 
Then, from (3.21), we can write 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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From (2.9) and (2.10) of Lemma 2.2, we deduce that 
where 
dEC(1); max d,=l . 
,s,“c 
From (2.11) of Lemma 2.2 we obtain proceeding as above that 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
From (3.24)-(3.27) we deduce (3.20). The theorem follows. 0 
Let Z*(n) = {Z(t; n), to [0, 11”) be the process defined by 
Z*(t,n)=[Var(U(n))]-“2[U([n/t])-0(F,)] 
where [n/t1 = (Cdt,l), . . . , [nc/fcl). 
Further let 
W” = { w*(t), tE [O, 11’) (W*(r) = w?@(t), tE [O, 11”) (3.28) 
be the process defined by 
( 
C 
> 
-l/2 
w=(w I,..., WC)‘, wj = nt,c~~A~“~ C mfu:A,’ , j E (1,. . . , c}, 
j=l 
and 
C(t)=(Wr(tJ )..., WC(&)), tE[O,l]? 
Corollary 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, Z*(n) converges in law with 
respect to the Skorohod topology on DC to the Gaussian process W*. 
Proof. From Lemmas 2.2, 3.1 and the decomposition 
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we easily deduce that 
Var(U(n))= i ~;‘w:u: (l+O,(l))+O(n-*) ( 1 
\j=l ” _ */ 
by showing E( Uf’)‘= O(K*) for any d such that If=, d, = 2. 
Let us now define 
w:.;c t, 1 = 
and 
( mjqtn, U[n,r”‘], O<r,Sl, 
0, tj = 0, 
(3.29) 
w,*(t, n) = [Var( ~(n))]-“*mjajnf”*. 
From Lemma 3.1 and (3.30) we deduce I:‘=, w,*(t, n) WZ,j(fj) converges in law to 
W*(t) defined in (3.28). We finish the proof of the corollary by showing that 
1.y ,2;zn Pad u(n))l- 
which follows proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
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